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ABSTRACT: After a summary examination of the mechanisms that develop the unilateral
and conventional resolution, the author finds that the specific formalism established by the
civil code for achieving the objectives of the pacts agreed by the parties is - in some
situations - difficult to fulfill, in the context in which the partners do not know or cannot
rigorously follow the steps required by the delay procedure.
The uncertainties that the mechanism can produce in special conditions are observed and,
then, practical solutions are suggested, starting from the premise - generally accepted that the commission pact is itself a subsequent and accessory convention to the
fundamental contract.
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1.

PRELIMINARY EXPLANATIONS

We are concerned about the mechanism of operation of the commissioner's pacts
under special conditions; more precisely, we have in mind the hypothesis that those who
sign such conventions cannot fulfill the specific tasks assumed - expressly or deduced tasks of finalizing the conventional resolution; this, for reasons not attributable to them.
The commission pact presupposes a resolution in which the court does not intervene
in advance (Daghie, fără an); the judge can only exercise - at the request of the interested
party - a control subsequent to the declaration of the resolution and verifies if the
conditions for the functioning of the pact have been fulfilled and accomplished (Popa,
2012).
We are interested, therefore, in the legal regime of two institutions: firstly, we are
talking about the resolution - the conventional resolution (art. 1553 Civil Code) - and,
separately, about the impossibility of the execution by the parties of the tasks incumbent
on them. 1557 Civil Code).
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